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Abstract. With the emerging of new experimental techniques, there has been a 
remarkable increase in the amount of available biomedical data. Processing and 
mining large volumes of data in chemistry has now presented a challenging issue. 
In order to deal with the challenge, we developed SCHEMA (Spark-based 
CHEMicAl entity recognizer), a robust and efficient chemical entity recognition 
system on top of Apache Spark. SCHEMA is developed by following the asyn-
chronous queue design pattern, which has been employed in service-oriented ar-
chitecture for providing scalable and resilient services. SCHEMA that can re-
trieve patents in a form of unstructured free text from different websites and rec-
ognize chemical named entities described in them. To programmatically interact 
with SCHEMA, a restful Web application programming interface is provided. By 
using the custom request tests of the BeCalm (Biomedical annotation meta-
server) platform, the test results illustrated that SCHEMA can process 5,000 pa-
tients within 5 minutes, indicating an average of only 0.06 second for processing 
one patent including the data fetch and analysis time. 
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1 Introduction 

The emergence of new experimental techniques such as high through-
put screening along with the development of automatic data mining al-
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gorithms bring forth large quantities of chemistry data. In addition to ex-
perimental data in publicly available databases such as PubChem [1], 
chemical patents represent one of the rich resources for chemical infor-
mation. There is an increasing demand to efficiently mine the large scale 
of data in chemistry for the future development of chemical, pharmaceu-
tical, agrochemical, biotechnological and fragrance industries [2].  

In order to promote the effective access and integration of multiple 
text mining systems for processing unstructured document collections, 
BioCreative has had introduced the idea of the meta-services for biomed-
ical information extraction since 2008 [3]. Despite the relevance of these 
previous efforts, some crucial aspects have been insufficiently or only 
partially addressed including continuous evaluation, extraction of textual 
content from heterogeneous sources, harmonization of multiple biomed-
ical text annotations and visualization and comparative assessment of au-
tomatic and manual annotations. The BeCalm (Biomedical annotation 
meta-server) platform [4] in BioCreative V.5 provides the first solution 
to address the above mentioned issues. 

As one of the participants in the BioCreative V.5 TIPS (Technical in-
teroperability and performance of annotation servers) task, the NTTMU 
team developed SCHEMA1, a Spark-based CHEMicAl entity recogni-
tion system, and implemented a REST (Representational State Transfer) 
application programming interface (API) to continuously listen and re-
spond to the requests from BeCalm and other end users. 

2 Method 

We followed the messaging pattern in service-oriented architecture to 
develop SCHEMA, which enables the core of SCHEMA can be inter-
acted with other services or applications through a loosely coupled and 
asynchronous message-based communication model. Figure 1 shows the 
detail workflow. The core of SCHEMA is a program runs on Apache 
Spark2. The SCHEMA core itself runs as a background process in an 
operation system and monitors messages sent to the request queue. When 
a processing request is posted to the request queue, the SCEHMA core 
retrieves that message and removes it from the queue. The request is then 
processed by several text mining workers implemented on Apache Spark 

1 SCHEMA is available at http://210.240.162.49/SCHEMA/ 
2 Apache Spark (http://spark.apache.org) is a general engine for large-scale data processing. 
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engine. Through the above asynchronous queuing design pattern, 
SCHEMA can be deployed in many distributed environments and pro-
vide asynchronous, scalable and resilient services.  

For interacting with the SCHEMA core through, we developed a 
REST web service, the SCHEMA Web Server in Figure 1, which con-
tinuously listens requests from BeCalm or authorized end users. The au-
thorized request is then placed in a message queue waiting for pro-
cessing. When the SCHEMA core completes the processing request, the 
results are placed in the response queue which will be later consumed by 
the thread of the SCHEMA web server and delivered to the requester in 
the format of BeCalm JSON. 

SCHEMA Core

SCHEMA Driver

BeCalm

End User

SCHEMA Web Server

Request Queue

REST Requests

Response Queue

Processing Results

SCEHMA 
Workers

Processing
Requests

PubMedPatent ServerPMC

Figure 1. SCHEMA workflow. 

The SCHEMA core is a Spark application consists of 
1. SCHEMA Driver: A Spark driver program that monitors the mes-

sage queues and launches parallel text mining operations on the
SCHEMA cluster. In the current implementation, the driver de-
fines the distributed datasets based on the processing request and
then asks the SCHEMA works to execute various operations to
the datasets.

2. SCHEMA workers:  The distributed agents that execute the text
mining tasks. The tasks in current implementation includes: 1)
download patterns from remote servers including PMC, PubMed
and the patent server provided by the TIPS organizers, 2) sen-
tence splitting, 3) tokenization, 4) part-of-speech tagging, 5)
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chemical named entity recognition based on our previous work 
[5], and 6) recognition refinement. 

In the current implement, the SCHEMA core was configured with 24 
cores run on three virtual machines. 

3 Results and Discussion 

Figure 2 shows the web console of SCHEMA core. The results illus-
trated the processing time for each BeCalm request in the TIPS evalua-
tion phase 1. In the phase, BeCalm requests for processing one document 
per request to validate the implementation of our annotation server 
within variable time intervals. As one can see that the SCHEMA core 
spends around 40 seconds to process one patent including the data fetch 
time from remote databases and the text mining processing time. 

Figure 2. SCHEMA core web console for processed jobs. 

Figure 3 shows the evaluation interface provided by BeCalm platform. 
Here we used the custom request function to adjust the number of docu-
ments in a request to examine the processing time of SCHEMA. As one 
can see that SCHEMA spends around 50 seconds to process 10 patents. 
With the numbers of patents per request increasing from 10 to 300, we 
did see significant increase of processing time of SCHEMA. We can also 
observe that the time for processing one patent was decreased from ~5 
seconds to 0.192 seconds. The time for generating one predication was 
also reduced from 1.512 seconds to 0.050 seconds.  

In addition, Figure 4 shows the processing time of requests containing 
more than 1000 patents. SCHEMA can process 2000 documents per re-
quest within two minutes. We can also observe that the average pro-
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cessing time per document did not increase when the number of docu-
ments per request increase. All of the above results illustrate the reliabil-
ity and the power of parallel processing of SCHEMA core. 

Figure 3. BeCalm evaluation interface for processing 10 to 400 patents. 
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Figure 4. BeCalm evaluation interface for processing requests with more 
than 1000 patents. 

Figure 5. The official historical server response timeout record. 

Figure 5 and 6 show the official evaluation results on the BeCalm plat-
form. Started from 2017/1/23, SCHEMA processed 292,540 requests 
and generated around 493k, 648k, and 482k predictions for the patent 
server, abstract server and PubMed, respectively. At the end of March, 
we shutdown SCHEMA for one week because we had other computing 
tasks required for running on the VM server. However, we forgot to stop 
the SCHEMA web server, therefore it continues to accept request from 
BeCalm. After we restarted the SCHEMA driver, it started to process all 
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received requests in the request queue and replied to BeCalm, which may 
one of the reason lead to the large max processing time.  

Among all requests, SCHEMA generated 5,853 exceptions. Most of 
WKH�H[FHSWLRQV�ZHUH�RFFXUUHG�ZLWK�DQ�HUURU�PHVVDJH�RI�³Request getState 
not retrieve datá�ZKLFK�RFFXUUHG�FRQVWDQWO\�VLQFH�WKH�EHJLQQLQJ�RI�$SULO 
after we restart our SCHEMA server. Since then BeCalm cannot receive 
the correct running state of SCHEMA and throws aforementioned ex-
ceptions. We GRQ¶W�NQRZ�the reason cased the errors. 

Figure 6. Statistics by document provider. 
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4 Conclusion 

In the paper, we give a briefly introduction of the development of 
17708�WHDP¶V�6&+(0$��7KH�DUFKLWHFWXUH�RI�6&+(0$�LV�IOH[LEO\�DQG�

its computing power can be easily scale up by adding more cores within 
the Apache Spark platform. In the future, we will review the performance 
report evaluated by the TIPS task and study the effect of different con-
figurations of our SCHEMA cores.  
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